Introduction
If (G, ¿I) is a locally compact transformation group, then the transformation group C*-algebra C*(G, Q) is defined to be the crossed product algebra of the covariant system (G, Co(Q)), with G acting on Co(Q), the algebra of all continuous functions on Q which vanish at infinity, in the obvious way. In [19] Williams investigated the problem under which conditions C*(G, Q) has continuous trace, and it is the purpose of this paper to answer some open questions stated on page 68 of [19] . In order to explain our results, let us first recall the main theorem of [19] . For any transformation group (G, Q), there is a canonical map S: Q -* 3t(G), the space of all closed subgroups of G [7] , which maps each co G Q to its stability group Sw. If this map is continuous, one can form the stabilizer algebra C*(Q5) (or C*(Sfi) in the setting of [19] ), which can be thought of as a fiber algebra with base space Q and fibers C (Sw), with C*(Sco) denoting the group C*-algebra of S^ . Furthermore, if we define the space ¿Is as the quotient space of Q x G under the equivalence relation (co, x) ~ (co', x') ■& co = co' and x G x'Sq, , then the continuity of 5 implies that Q5 is a locally compact Hausdorff space [19, Lemma 2.3] . In this case G is said to act er-properly on Q if the map p: ¿Is -* Q x Q; [(co, x)] -» (co, xco) is proper in the usual sense that the inverse image of any compact set is compact. We will call a transformation group (G, Q) weakly regular if G and Q are second countable, or if the canonical map from G/Sa onto the G-orbit G(co) is a homeomorphism for all co G Q. Note that (G, Q) is always weakly regular if the action of G on Q is CT-proper or if G is compact. The main result in [ 19] can now be formulated as follows (see also [16, p. 406 
]).
Theorem (Williams) . Let (G, ¿I) be a weakly regular transformation group such that the stabilizer map S is continuous. Then C*(G,¿1) has continuous trace if and only if C* (¿Is) has continuous trace and G acts o-properly on Q.
In order to see how this result can be applied in certain situations Williams asked the following three questions [19, p. 68] . In §2 we will show that the answer to Ql is positive provided that every stability group is amenable. Since there is good evidence that every group with Hausdorff dual space has to be amenable, this could also be the answer in general. As a first consequence we will observe that in the case that all stability groups are abelian, C*(G, Q) has continuous trace if and only if 5 is continuous and the action of G on Q is a -proper. This generalizes [19, Theorem 5.1] . In §3 we are dealing with the case that all stability groups are compact. As a main result it turns out that C*(¿ls) has continuous trace if G is compact, giving a positive answer to question Q3. This shows, together with Williams' theorem and the result of §2, that the transformation group C*-algebra of a compact transformation group has continuous trace if and only if the stabilizer map S is continuous. But we will also obtain some interesting results for the case that G is a Lie group and the stability groups are compact. A complete discussion whether C*(¿ls) has continuous trace is given in §4 for the special situations when G is discrete or G is a Lie group and all stability groups are finite. It turns out that even in these special cases there are many examples such that C*(¿ls) does not have continuous trace, although C*(SW) has continuous trace for all co G Q. This shows that the answer to question Q2 is definitely negative. All these examples are presented in §5.
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The stabilizer map
Let us first recall from [4] the basic construction of general subgroup algebras. For this let Q be any locally compact space, (G, A) a covariant system, and H: Q -► 3t(G) ; co -► Hw a continuous map. Then Q^ = {(co, x) G Q x G; x G Hw} is a closed subset of Q x G and hence locally compact. The space Cc(¿lH, A) of all continuous ^-valued functions with compact support becomes a normed *-algebra if we define multiplication, involution and norm by f*g(co,x)= i f(co,x)y(g(co,y-xx))dHay, JHa r(co,x) = AHw(x-x)x(f(co,x-xy), and 11/11, = sup/ \\f(co,x)\\dH"x.
wea Jhw
Here AHm denotes the modular function of Hw for each co e ¿I, and (dH)HeJt(G) denotes a smooth choice of Haar measures on 3t(G). The Q^-subgroup algebra C*(¿lH, A) is then defined to be the enveloping C*-algebra of the completion of Cc(¿lH, A) with respect to || • 111 • Note that the set of all equivalence classes of irreducible representations of C*(¿lH, A) is given by the collection of all pairs (co, p), where co G Q and p is an irreducible covariant representations of the covariant systems (Hw, A). If fw is defined by
The stabilizer algebra C*(¿ls) is the special case of the construction above with A = C and stabilizer map S. It was first defined by Glimm in [10] . But in this paper we will also deal with the algebra C*(Jf(G)ld, A), taking Q = 3t(G) and H = Id the identity on 3t(G), and the algebra C*(3t(G)li)
where in addition A = C. The latter algebra coincides with Fell's subgroup algebra as defined in [9] . If A is any C*-algebra, then, as usual, Â denotes the space of all equivalence classes of irreducible representations of A, and Rep(^) the space of all equivalence classes of representations with dimensions bounded by a fixed cardinal number. The basic properties of the topology on Rep(yi) can be found in [9] . Note that by [4, Example 2] C*(¿lH ,A) can be viewed canonically as a quotient of Co(Q) ® C*(^(G)U, A) such that a representation (co, p) of C*(¿lH, A) is identified with the representation (co,Ha, p) of C0(Q) ® C*(Jt(G)u, A). This implies in particular that the map Rep(C*(Q", A)) -Rep(C*(Jf(G)ld, A)); (co,p)^ (Hw, p) is continuous, which will be used frequently in this paper.
To proceed we have also to recall the following basic facts about the representation theory of transformation groups (G, Q). If co G Q and n is a unitary representation of Sm, then the pair (n, co) defines a covariant representation of (Sw, Co(Q)) by identifying co with the ^représentation of Cn(Q) on the Hubert space Stn of n given by (p -> tp(co) \d^ . It is a classical result that the induced representation indfw(7T, co) of (G, Cn(Q)) is always irreducible if n is irreducible. Moreover, if n and p are unitary representations of Su , then the approximation arguments given in the proof of [18, Proposition 4.2] show that any intertwining operator of indf[o(n, co) and indfw(/>, co) also intertwines the representations (indfm n, M) and (indfw p, M) of the imprimitivity algebra C*(G, G/Sa) (in the setting of [18, Lemma 4.1]), from which follows by the imprimitivity theorem that ivtdSiij(n, co) is equivalent to indsm(p, co) if and only if n is equivalent to p. Since a C* -algebra A with continuous trace always has a Hausdorff spectrum Â, the answer to Ql follows from Proposition 1. Let (G,¿1) be a transformation group such that C*(G, Q)~ is Hausdorff and every stability group is amenable. Then the map S: Q -> 3t(G) ; <y -► Sw is continuous. Proof. Assume that S fails to be continuous. Then there exists an a>0 G Q and a net (<ü/)¿g/ such that co¡ -* coo but SWi ■/* S^ . Since 3t(G) is compact, we can find, by passing to a subnet if necessary, an element K G Jt(G), K 7¿ SWü, such that SUi -> K in 3t(G). As Q is Hausdorff it follows easily that K ç S(o0 (see [1, Proposition 2.2-B]). Hence the pair (1*, coq) defines a covariant representation of (K, Co(Q)).
For convenience let us denote the trivial representation \Soi of SWi by 1,-. We claim that the net (1,, co¡) converges to (1a:, coq) in C*(5t(G)lA, C0(Q)). To see this let / G C0(^(G)ld) and y> G C0(Q). Then it follows from the properties of a smooth choice of Haar measures that Corollary 1. Suppose that (G,¿1) is weakly regular and that each stability group is abelian. Then C*(G,¿1) has continuous trace ifand only ifthe stabilizer map S is continuous and G acts a-properly on Q. Remark 1. It follows from the remarks preceding Proposition 1 and the continuity of inducing representations that for every stability group Sw there exists a continuous injective map from Soi into C*(G, Q)~. Hence it follows that for C*(G, Q)~ being Hausdorff it is necessary that every stability group has a Hausdorff dual space. The author does not know any nonamenable group having this property. In fact, it was shown in [2] that all connected or countable discrete groups with Hausdorff spectrum must have relatively compact commutator groups, which implies that they are amenable. Hence there are good reasons to expect that every locally compact group with Hausdorff dual space has to be amenable. If this is true the proposition above clearly gives a general answer to Ql.
The compact case
In this section we are going to answer question Q3 of Williams by showing that a subgroup algebra C*(¿lH) always has continuous trace if G is compact. But we will also obtain some interesting results for the case that G is a Lie group and all Hw are compact. To simplify notations let us denote by 3tc(G) the set of compact subgroups of the locally compact group G. We start with Definition 1. Let G be a locally compact group, Q a locally compact space and H : Q -► Jtc(G) a continuous map. We say (1) H is bounded if LLen-^ is relatively compact in G.
(2) H is called locally bounded if each co G Q has a neighborhood U in Q such that H\U is bounded, where H\U denotes the restriction of H to U.
The following lemma characterizes convergence of "bounded nets" in the space of compact subgroups of a Lie group. It is a consequence of a well known result of Montgomery and Zippin and plays a crucial role in the proofs of most results in this section. Recall that a basis for the topology on Jt(G) is given by the sets U(VX,... , Vn ; C) = {L g JT(G) ; Ln V¡,¿ es for all 1 < i < n, L n C = 0}, where Vx, ... , V" denotes any finite family of open subsets of G and C ç G is compact. Lemma 1. Let G be a Lie group and (//,);e/ a net in 3tc(G) which converges to the compact subgroup H. Suppose further that \Ji€lH¡ is relatively compact. Then there exists a subnet (Hj)jeJ of (Hj)ieI and a net (xj)j€j ç G such that Xj -* e in G and H*J -x¡HjXjx ç H for all j € J. Furthermore, H*J -> H in Jt(H).
Proof. Let F be a compact neighborhood of e in G. By the theorem of Montgomery and Zippin (see page 216 of [15] ), there exists an open set O ç G containing H such that for each compact subgroup K of G contained in O there is an x G V satisfying xKx~l ç H. Now let C ç G be a compact set containing H¡ for all i e I. Since H¡ -> H in 3t(G) we can assume that for each i £ I, Hi is an element of the neighborhood U(0; C \0) of H in 3t(G). But this implies that Hi ç O for all i € I. Hence, for each 16/ we can find an y, G V such that Hf' ç H. Let (yj)jeJ be a subnet of (v,-)i€/ such that y¡ -* y for some y G V. As G acts continuously on 3t(G) by conjugation, this yields Hy/ -W in 3t(G), and since 3t(H) is closed in 3t(G) it follows that Hy ç H which implies that y belongs to the normalizer of H. Hence, if we define x, = y¡y ', then (xj)j€j has all the desired properties, a
We will now show that C*(¿lH) always has continuous trace if H is locally bounded and G is a Lie group. Note that any C* -algebra A having only finite dimensional irreducible representations automatically has continuous trace if the dimension map dim:i-»N;/)-» dimp is continuous. This is an easy consequence of [8, Theorem 4.3] . The converse is true if A has a unit, but not in general.
Lemma 2. Let G be a Lie group, Q a locally compact space, and H: Q -► 3Zc(G) a locally bounded continuous map. Then the map dim : C* (¿lH)~^ N ; (co, p) -> dim p is continuous. In particular, C*(¿lH) has continuous trace.
Proof. Let ((co¡, p¡)),e/ be a net in C*(¿lH)~ converging to some (co, p) G C*(Q"r. Then (Hai,p¡) -(Hm, p) in C*(Jt(G)XA)^. Since H is locally bounded, we can assume that there is a compact set C CG such that HWi ç C for all i e I. Hence, by Lemma 1 and by passing to a subnet if necessary, we can find a net (x,),e/ ç G converging to e in G such that H%. ç Hw for all i G /. Now for each i G / let us denote by pf the conjugate of p¡ by x,, i.e., pi(h) = p(x~xhx¡) for all h G Hf. Since conjugation is continuous on C*(3t(G)u)~ (see [9, Lemma 2.6] or [4, §4] for general subgroup algebras), it follows that (HS., pf) -* (Hw, p). Thus ind^S, pf -* p in Rep(i/(U) by the "oil continuity of inducing representations. As Hu is discrete this implies, by passing to another subnet if necessary, that p is a subrepresentation of ind^S, pf ™(o¡ for all i e I. Hence it follows from the Frobenius reciprocity theorem that pf is a subrepresentation of p\H¿\. This shows that dimp¡ < dimp for all i e I. But a finite dimensional irreducible representation can never be approximated by representations of lower dimension [3, Proposition 3.6.3]. Hence we conclude that there is an in G / such that dim p¡ = dim p for all i > in and the lemma is proved. D Clearly, this lemma already gives an answer to question Q3 in the case where G is a Lie group. At the end of this section we will also state some consequences of Lemma 2 for transformation groups (G, Q) where G is a Lie group. But let us first show how to avoid the Lie group assumption for compact G. Theorem 1. Let G be a locally compact group, Q a locally compact space, and H: Q -> 3tc(G) a continuous map. Suppose that each coo G Q has a neighborhood V such that Hw is contained in a fixed compact subgroup, say K, of G for all coeV. Then C*(¿lH) has continuous trace.
Proof. We again show that the dimension map dim: C*(il")Ä^ N is continuous. So let (cot, Pi)¡e¡ be a net in C*(¿lH)~ converging to some (co, p). We may assume that HWj is contained in the compact subgroup K of G for all i G /. Hence we get (Ha,,pi) -» (Hw, p) in C*(5t(K)u)~. This implies ind^ p, -► ind#w p in Rep(iT). Now let n be any irreducible subrepresentation of ind^ p. Then ind#w p¡ also converges to n in Rep(iT) by [9, Proposition 1.3]. Since K is discrete we get, by passing to a subnet if necessary, that n is also contained in ind^ p¡ for all i e I. Hence it follows from the Frobenius reciprocity theorem that />, is contained in n\HWi for all i G I and that p is contained in nlHa, . Thus, if N = kern ti denotes the group kernel of n in K, then N n HWi is contained in the kernel of p¡ for all i € I.
We define H¡ := Ha,N/N and p¡ by p¡(hN) = p(h) for all h G HWi and ig/.
We claim that (Hi, p¿) -» (H, p), where (if, /)) is defined similarly from (/fa,, />). This will finish the proof because K/N is a Lie group and we can apply Lemma 2 to see that dim p¡ -» dim p. As a first step to prove the claim, note that it follows easily from the definition of the topologies on 3t(K) and Jf(K/N) that Hi -H in JT(K/N). Now recall that by [9, Theorem 3.1'] for any locally compact group G the topology on C*(3?(G)ld)~ can be described in terms of positive definite functions on the subgroups. To use this description let </> be a positive definite function on H associated to p, i.e., <f>(h) = (p(h)Ç, £) for all h G H and some Ç G Stp.
Assume further that (Hj, Pj)jeJ is a subnet of (Hw¡, p¡),e/ such that for each j £ J there exist functions <\>¡ such that ( 1 ) Hj is the domain of <¡>j for all j £ J. Furthermore, let cj>(hN) = 4>(h) for all h N G H, and define similarly j>j, for each ; G J, by j>j{hN) = <f>j(h), hN G Hj. Using [9, Theorem 3.1'] and the remark following it, it is enough to show that (<¡>j)j<¿j also satisfies condition (3) relative to </>. To see this let (H¡)i€L be a subnet of (Hj)j€j and h¡N e H¡ such that h¡N -* hN in Ä7./V for some h e H. By passing to a subnet if necessary, we can find n¡ G N such that h¡n¡ ^ h in AT. Since vV is compact, again by passing to a subnet if necessary, we can further assume that n¡ -► n for some n e N. Therefore, h¡ -> hn~l in A. It follows that hn~l G H, since H¡ -> H in Jt(K). Hence we get 4>l(hiN) = 4>i(hi)^4>(h) = 4>{hN), and the theorem is proved, o Corollary 2. Let G be a compact group acting on the locally compact space Q. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The stabilizer map S is continuous.
(2) C*(G, Q) has continuous trace.
(3) C*(G,¿1)~ is Hausdorff.
Proof. Since the action of compact groups is always cr-proper if the stabilizer map 5 is continuous, the corollary follows easily from Theorem 1, Proposition 1, and Williams' theorem. D Clearly, it follows from Theorem 2 that the corollary remains to be true under the slightly more general assumptions that G acts (x-properly on Q and that for each coo G Q there exists a neighborhood V of coo such that Sw is contained in a fixed compact subgroup of G for all co G V.
Recall now that for any locally compact transformation group (G, Q) the action of G on Q is called proper, if the map
is a proper map. It is clear that the action of a compact group is always proper. In fact, a straightforward proof shows that, if S is continuous, G acts properly on Q if and only if G acts o -properly on Q and S is locally bounded. Hence in the Lie group case we get the following generalization of Corollary 2.
Corollary 3. Let G be a Lie group acting properly on the locally compact space Q. Then C*(G,Q) has continuous trace if and only if the stabilizer map S is continuous.
The proof follows directly from Proposition 1, Lemma 2, and Williams' theorem. In fact, these results also imply Corollary 4. Suppose (G, Q) is weakly regular, G is a Lie group, and the stabilizer map S is continuous and locally bounded. Then C*(G,Q) has continuous trace if and only if G acts properly on ¿I.
We now look for situations in which a given map H: Q -> 3tc(G) is automatically locally bounded. The following lemma shows that bounded parts always exist. The result will be used extensively in the next section. Proof. Assume first that G acts properly on Q. We show that the stabilizer map is continuous. For this let ea¡ -> co in Q. By passing to a subnet if necessary, we can assume that there exists a subgroup H ç So, such that S^ -* H in 3t(G). Since G acts properly on Q, we can further assume that (Jíe/^ta,-is relatively compact in G. Hence by Lemma 1 we can pass to another subnet to find a net x, -► e in G such that S^ ç H. But this implies already that H = Sw since Sm itself is a conjugate of SWi. Hence the "if part" follows from Corollary 4.
Assume now that C*(G, Q) has continuous trace. Then Proposition 1 implies that S is continuous. We show that this also yields that S is locally bounded. For this purpose assume that there is an coo G Q such that there exists a proper bounded part (W, L) of S in coq. Then we can find a net coi -» cao in W7 such that LWi ^ Sai for all i e I. By Lemma 1 and passing to a subnet, we can find a net x, -> e in G such that L^, ç SW(¡ for all i G I. Since LWj is an open subgroup of a conjugate of S^ , it follows easily that the connected component, say yV, of Smo is contained in L\ for all i e I. Hence we get L&JN -* S^/N in 3T(SWo/N). But since the latter space is finite we may as well assume that L^ -S^ for all i G I. But this shows that LWj is also a conjugate of SWo which contradicts the assumption that Lm¡ ^ Sw¡. Hence there is no proper bounded part for S, which implies that S is locally bounded. The proof now follows from Corollary 4. D
The finite and the discrete case
In this section we give a complete description of subgroup algebras C*(¿lH) with continuous trace in the special cases that G is a Lie group and all Hw are finite or that G is discrete. As we will see in the next section, this gives rise to many examples of transformation groups (G, Q) such that C*(Q5) does not have continuous trace although the stabilizer map S is continuous and C*(SW) has continuous trace for all co G Q, thus giving a negative answer to question Q2. We start with the result about finite subgroups. Theorem 2. Let G be a Lie group, Q a locally compact space, and H: Q -» 3t(G) a continuous map such that Hw is finite for all co G Q. Then C*(¿lH) has continuous trace if and only if for every cao G Q there exists a bounded part (W, L) of H in coo such that the restriction n\Lw is irreducible for all coeW and n e Ha.
For the proof we need several lemmas. The first one shows that the "if part" of this theorem is also true if Hu is only assumed to be compact. It follows directly from Lemma 2 by using the continuity of restricting representations.
Lemma 4. Let G be a Lie group and H : Q -> 3tç(G) be a continuous map such that every ca0 G Q has a bounded part (W, L) such that n\Lw is irreducible for every co G W and n G Hw. Then C*(¿lH) has continuous trace. it follows that {h G Ha, ; g(co ,A)^0}cLM.
Thus, if cot e V and ¿¡ e Stni, we can find an element g G CC(WL) such that I g{aj,,h)(n,M,Z)dHah= I *(»,, l)(ni(l)Z,Ç)dLaL But this shows easily that a positive functional of C*(¿lH) associated to n is a weak*-limit of positive functionals associated to any subnet of ((co¡, 7c,) ),e/ if the corresponding positive functional of C*(WL) is a weak*-limit of positive functionals associated to the corresponding subnet of ((co¡, 7ii\Loei))iei. Hence the result follows from [9, Proposition 1.1]. D Lemma 6. Suppose that Q is compact, G is a Lie group, and H: ¿I -> 3t(G) is a continuous map such that Hw is finite for all co£¿i. Then C*(¿lH) has a unit. Proof. We claim first that there exists a neighborhood V of e in G such that Ha, n V = {e} for all co G Q. In order to prove this let ca0 G Q and let ( W, L) be a bounded part of H in cao. Let Vx = F,-1 be a compact neighborhood of the identity such that F¡3 n Ha,0 = {e} . Then we can find a neighborhood V CVX of e in G such that for every subgroup H of G contained in Ha,0 V there exists a y G Vx such that yHy~l ç HWçj. By the construction of bounded parts we may assume that L<y = iîBn H^ V for all ca G Q. Now, for co G W, let x G Ha, n V. Then x G La, and we can find y £ Vx such that yxy-1 G Ha,0. Hence yxy~x £ F,3 n HWo from which follows that x = yxy-1 = e. The proof of the claim now follows from the fact that Q is compact. Now let V be as in the claim and let / be a nonnegative function with support in V such that f(e) -1. We can assume that J2xeH f(x) = 1 for all co £ Q. Now define / G CC(Q") by f(co, x) = f(x). Then / is a unit for C*(Q"). D Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that C*(¿lH) has continuous trace and that there exists an cao in ¿I such that for all bounded parts (W, L) of H in cao there exists an co £ W and a n £ Ha, such that n\La> is reducible. Since all these properties are local, we may assume that Q is compact. By the assumption we can find a bounded part (W, L) of H in co0 and a net ((coi, n¡))i€¡ ç C*(¿lH)~ such that co¡ -► cao in W and n\La,¡ is reducible for all i £ I. By passing to a subnet if necessary and using Lemma 1, we can find a net (X;),e/ ç G such that x¡ -> e and L% ç Ha,Q. As Ha,0 is finite we may therefore assume that L%¡ = Ha,0 for all i e I. Again by passing to a subnet if necessary, we can find a a G Ha,0 such that a is a subrepresentation of (n^LaiiY' for all i £ I. But this yields that (n¡\LBt¡)Xt -> p in Rep(Ho,0) from which it follows that (co¡, 7ii\La,¡) -* (coo, p) in Rep(C*(WL)). Thus by Lemma 5 we know that (co¡, ni) -» (cao, p) m C*(¿lH)"~. Now observe that dim7E; > dim a for all i G I since a is a proper subrepresentation of (tt/ILû,,.)*' . This shows that the dimension map is not continuous on C*(¿iH)~. But this is a contradiction to the assumption that C*(¿iH) has continuous trace because we may assume by Lemma 6 that C*(¿lH) has a unit. D Before proceeding with the discrete case we would like to state the consequences of Theorem 2 for transformation groups.
Corollary 6. Suppose that (G, Q) is a weakly regular transformation group, G is a Lie group, and Soe is finite for all co G Q. Then C*(G, Q) has continuous trace if and only if S is continuous, G acts a-properly on ¿I and for all cao G Q there exists a bounded part (W, L) of S in coo such that n\La, is irreducible for all n £ So, and co £ W.
As mentioned earlier, it is well known that G requires a finite commutator subgroup, if G is a countable discrete group with Hausdorff dual space.
However, the countability assumption is only used to ensure that G is of type I which is necessary to use Thoma's result about the structure of discrete groups of type I [17] . Since every group with continuous trace group C*-algebra is of type I, it follows that every discrete group with continuous trace C*-algebra must have a finite commutator subgroup. On the other side it is well known that every discrete type I group with finite commutator subgroup has continuous trace. This can easily be obtained by the fact that all irreducible representations of such groups are finite dimensional, and by using the Mackey theory to show that the dimension map on G is continuous. More generally, it was shown by Kaniuth [13, Corollary] (see also [6, Lemma 6] ) that all type I locally compact groups with relatively compact conjugacy classes have continuous trace group C*-algebras. Note that for a discrete group G being of type I and having a finite commutator subgroup is equivalent to the statement that the center has finite index in G. We will now state our result for discrete groups. Theorem 3. Let G be a discrete group and H: Q -» 3t(G) a continuous map. Then C*(¿lH) has continuous trace if and only if (1) Ha, is of type I and has a finite commutator subgroup for all co £ Q.
(2) For each ca0 G Q there exists a neighborhood V of coo in Q such that for each co £V and n £ Hw the restriction of n to Hwr\ Ha,0 is irreducible.
Recall that one of the main tools in the proof of the compact case was the Frobenius reciprocity theorem for compact groups. But it was shown by Kaniuth [14] that a weak version of this theorem holds for all locally compact groups with relatively compact conjugacy classes. In the discrete case this was proved by Henrichs [12] , and this is all we need in the proof of the following Lemma 7. Let G be a type I discrete group with finite commutator subgroup. Then the map C*(Jt(G)ld)~^ N; (H, n) -► dimn is continuous at (G, a) for all peG.
Proof. Since every subgroup of a type I discrete group is also of type I, it follows easily that all irreducible representations of C*(5t(G)ld) are finite dimensional. Let a G G and (H¡, a()/e/ be a net in C*(5t(G)ld)-~-converging to (G, p). Then ind%.p¡ -> ind#a in Rep(C*(G)). Hence, by passing to a subnet if necessary, we can find representations n¡ £ G such that 7t¡ is weakly contained in ind#. pi for all i G I and n¡ -> a in G. Since the set of irreducible representations with dimension equal to dim a forms an open set in G, we can assume that dim 7t, = dim a for all i £ I. By the weak Frobenius reciprocity theorem it now follows that a, is weakly contained in 7ii\H¡ for all i £ I. But since 71, is finite dimensional this implies that a, is in fact contained in 7ti\H¡ for all i £ I. Hence dim a, < dim a for all i £ I from which it follows that there exists i'o G / such that dim a¡ = dim a for all i > i'o. D It should be remarked that the dimension map is in general not continuous on all of C*(3t(G))~, even if G is a type I discrete group with finite commutator subgroup. A counterexample will be given in the next section (Example 3).
Proof of Theorem 3. Let us first assume that H satisfies conditions 1 and 2 of the theorem. We show again that the dimension map on C* (Q^)^ is continuous. ^r(Ha,0)ld) ). By condition 2 we can assume that a,|L, is irreducible for all 1 G /. Hence we can apply Lemma 7 to see that dim pi -> dim a. Now let us assume conversely that C*(¿lH) has continuous trace. Then it is clear that C*(HW) must have continuous trace for all ca G Q since this algebra is a quotient of C*(¿lH). This implies condition 1. To prove condition 2 assume that there is a net ((cot, a,) )¡e/ in C*(¿lH)~ such that co¡ -► cao for some cao G Q and such that a,|//ft,, n Ha,0 is reducible for all 1 G /. Again let Li = //a,, n //ft,0 for all ig/. Furthermore, let V be any compact neighborhood of cao in ß and assume that co¡ £ V for all i £ I. Since V is compact, it follows that C*(VH) has a unit, and therefore C*(VH)~ is compact. This implies, by passing to a subnet if necessary, that there exists a a G H^ such that (coi, pi) -* (ca0, a) in C*(KÄ)~. It follows that (L,, a;|L,) -» (//"", a) in C*(c%"(//ft,0)Id)^. By passing to another subnet if necessary, we find irreducible subreprepresentations 7r, of a,|L, such that (L¡, n¡) -* (H^, p). By Lemma 7 we can assume that dim n¡ -dim a for all i £ I. But this implies that dim pi > dim a for all i £ I since by assumption a, |L, is not irreducible for all ig/. This shows that the dimension map is not continuous on C*(VH)~, which implies that C*(VH) has not continuous trace since C*(VH) has a unit. Finally this implies that C*(¿lH) has not continuous trace because it has C*(VH) as a quotient. Hence we have a contradiction and the theorem is proved. D Proof. It follows from Theorem 3 and Williams' theorem that the four conditions in the corollary imply that C*(G, Q) has continuous trace. Assume now that C*(G, Q) has continuous trace. Since G is discrete it follows that C*(Sa,, Q) is a subalgebra of C*(G, Q) for co £ ¿I. But this implies that C*(SW, Q) is of type I for all co £ Q. As C*(Sm) is a quotient of C*(S", Q) it follows that S'a, must be of type I, too. Now Thoma's theorem implies that .Sa, is amenable for all co £ ¿I. Hence condition 2 follows from Proposition 1 and conditions 1, 3, and 4 now are consequences from Williams' theorem and Theorem 3. D
To complete this section we would like to add a result about the property that the restrictions of all irreducible representations of a group G to a fixed subgroup, say H, are irreducible. Proof. Let x De any character (i.e., one-dimensional representation) of //, and suppose that n £ G is weakly contained in ind# x ■ Then by the weak Frobenius reciprocity theorem it follows that x is weakly contained in n\H and 7t\H is irreducible by assumption. Furthermore Prim(//), the primitive ideal space of //, is Hausdorff by [13, Theorem 1] . It follows that n\H and X have the same kernel in C*(H), which shows that x = n\H since x is onedimensional. Applying this to the trivial representation I h of H it follows easily that the set T of all n £ G such that n is weakly contained in ind# I h forms a group of characters. We claim that D^gr^enix, the intersection of the group kernels, is equal to H. Since the intersection of the group kernels of all characters of G is [G, G] 
Examples
In this final section we will give some examples which show that the answer to question Q3 is negative, and which illustrate what kind of situations may occur. But before we will give our examples we would like to show how any continuous map //: Q -> Jt(G) gives rise to a transformation group with rr-proper action such that the stabilizer map has almost the same properties as H. Similar to the construction of the space ¿Is in the introduction we define ¿In to be the quotient space of Q x G by the equivalence relation (ca, x) ~ (co', x') <=> co = co' and x' G xHa,.
We can look at Q# as a fiber space with base space Q and fibers G ¡Hw, and it makes sense to denote the elements of ¿iH by (co, x), where x denotes the left //c coset of x G G. The proof of [19, Lemma 2.3] shows that Q# is a locally compact Hausdorff space, and that the quotient map <? :
There is a natural action of G on ¿lH which is given by y(co, x) -(co, y'x), co£ ¿l, x, y £ G.
For any element (co, x) £ ¿In the stability group S(a>,x) is just xHwx~x. Hence it follows easily from the continuity of H that the stabilizer map S: ¿la -> ffl(G) is continuous, too. Furthermore, a proof similar to the proof of [16, Proposition 4.3] shows that the action of G on Q// is always a -proper. It follows from [ Clearly, it is not hard to show that C*(RH)~ is even not Hausdorff in this example. The following example shows that it is as well possible to construct //: Q -» 3t(G) with Hm finite for all co £ Q such that C*(¿lH)~ is Hausdorff but C*(¿lH) does not have continuous trace. Example 2. Let F be any nonabelian finite group and denote by G the infinite direct sum ¿~^n€N F . Hence G consists of all infinite tuples with entries from F such that almost all entries are equal to the identity of F. Let us denote by Nqo the one point compactification of N. We define a map H: Noe -» 3t(G) by defining H" to be the «th copy of F in G for n £ N, and by mapping co to the trivial subgroup of G. Then it is easily seen that H is continuous. Furthermore, it is clear that for each neighborhood W of oo in Noo , ( W, L) is a bounded part of H in oo if and only if Lw = {e} on a neighborhood W CW of oo. But this shows that C(N£,) does not have continuous trace since //" is not abelian for all n g N. But on the other hand it is easy to see that C*(N£r is Hausdorff.
The next example handles with the case where the Ha, are infinite subgroups of the discrete group G. Example 3. Let Z3 denote the cyclic group Z/3Z and for all n £ Z let a(n) be the nontrivial automorphism of Z3 if n is odd and the trivial automorphism if n is even. Furthermore, let G = Z xa Z3 be the semidirect product of Z with Z3. For each n G N let Hn = (2n + 1)Z xa Z3 and let Hx = Z3. Then it is easily seen that //: N^ -* 3t(G) is continuous. But C*(N^,) does not have continuous trace by Theorem 3 and Proposition 3 since Hn n //» is abelian for all n G N but //" is not. However, since each Hn has a finite commutator subgroup, it follows that C*(Hn) has continuous trace for all n £ N.
Our final example shows that the description of subgroup algebras with continuous trace as given in Theorem 2 or Theorem 3 are not valid under the more general assumption that G is arbitrary and Hw is compact for all co £ ¿I. It also shows that it might be very difficult to give a general description of subgroup algebras with continuous trace. Example 4. Let N = YlnefH Z2 be the infinite product of N copies of Z2 = Z/2Z and let G = S^ xa N, where S00 denotes the infinite permutation group which acts on N by permuting the order of the product. For each n £ N let H" be the subgroup of G which is generated by N and the element an £ Soo which permutes 1 with n. Then N has index two in //" for all n £ N and it is easy to see that //" -► N in Jt(G). Hence, if we define Z/«, = N we get a continuous map //: Noo -> ^c(G). It is easy to see that every bounded part of H in 00 is constantly equal to N on a neighborhood of 00 . Hence, if Theorem 2 would be true in the more general setting of arbitrary G and compact Ha,, then C*(N£,) cannot have continuous trace since N is abelian but Hn is not for all n £ N.
We will now show that C*(N^,) does have continuous trace. For this let / G CC(N£). We define /" G C(Hn) by fn(x) = f(n,x) and /«, G C(N) by /oo(x) = /(oo, x). Then it is not hard to see that fn\N -> f^ uniformly on N. Now let x be any character of N. Then x can be identified with an N-tuple with entries 1 or -1 such that almost all entries are 1. Furthermore an acts on x by permuting the first entry with the «th entry. Hence Hn acts trivially on x f°r almost all « G N if and only if the first entry of / is 1. Now let (n, nn) -* (00, x) in C*(N")~. Then 7r"|iV -»/ in Rep(iV) which shows that x has to be a subrepresentation of n"\N for almost all n £ N. If the first entry of x is equal to 1 it follows in fact that there is an n0 G N such that 7in\N = x for all « > «0 . Furthermore, arguments similar to those used in Lemma 5 show that 7in(fn) = nn\N(fn\N) if n is greater than, say nx. Hence in this case it is clear that tr((n, 7c)(f)) = tr(M/«)) = X(fn\N) -x(U = tr((oo, *)(/)). Now assume that the first entry of x is -1 • Then nn\N -x ® Xn for n sufficiently large, where the tuple of Xn can be obtained from x by permuting the first and the nth entry. Now we get tr((«, 7C")(f)) = x(fn\N) + Xn(fn\N) -X(foo) = tr((oo ,*)(/)) , since Xn(fn\N) -> 0 if n -> 00.
It is clear that the trace map (co,n) -► tr((ca, n)(f)) is continuous at any other irreducible representation (co,n) of C*(N^). Hence C*(N^) has continuous trace. Note that in this example the dimension map dim: C*(N2,)~-> N is not continuous.
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